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Background

Fast changing world

3 scenario’s for agriculture (SCAR 2015)
• High tech
• Self-organisation
• Collapse



Challenges

Health Sustainability

• Diet-related chronical diseases
• Overweight and obesity
• Diet/health inequities

• Climate changes
• Increasing demands for food
• Scarce resources, waste 

• In SUSFANS combined

Rutten, Martine, et al. "Metrics, models and foresight for European sustainable food and nutrition security: 
The vision of the SUSFANS project." Agricultural Systems (2016).



Four overarching policy 
objectives

– Balanced and sufficient diet for EU citizens; 

– reduction of environmental impacts; 

– competitiveness of EU agri-food business; 

– equitable outcomes and conditions

-> Understand consumer behaviour within the
context of the food system
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Focus on plant-based diet

Picture from Dagevos, Hans. "Flexibility in the frequency of meat consumption–empirical evidence from the Netherlands." EuroChoices 13.2 (2014): 40-45.
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What drives the consumer -
DONE model

Simplified representation of main levels (grey) and stem-categories (white) in the 
DONE framework. (Copied from Symmank et al., 2017). 



Stok FM, Hoffmann S, Volkert D, Boeing H, Ensenauer R, et al. (2017) The DONE framework: Creation, evaluation, and updating of an 
interdisciplinary, dynamic framework 2.0 of determinants of nutrition and eating. PLOS ONE 12(2): e0171077. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0171077
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0171077

DONE framework: categorization structure

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0171077
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Beyond determinants

• DONE model shows the diversity of factors 
and provides a structuring but does not
explain why and how behaviour occurs

• Consumer research: also mechanisms and
pathways
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SUSFANS consumer research

• Consumer research

– Impact of different types of information on 
willingness-to-pay and quantity choices -> 
Stephan

– Consumer perceptions of sustainability and
drivers of change -> Muriel

– Consumer sensitivity to health and sustainability
information -> Emily



SUSFANS consumer research

• Case studies 

– Innovation pathways livestock-fish supply chain 
(production perspective)

– Innovation pathways fruits and vegetables -> Siet



Thank you


